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‘If I cry
for her
it is no
use.
This is
life, and
this is
death’

R
AJ has been help-
ingwith hismoth-
er’s cremation for
two hours, and is
now surveying

the burning body intently as
it slowly turns to ash. But he
has remained totally composed
throughout.
Raj is being strong for his

extended family, including
his distraught uncle and his
estranged father, who both
hover in the backgroundwith
other mourners.
“This is the natural sys-

tem,” he says in perfect Eng-
lish, his face neutral, the
reflection of flames flickering
in his dark brown eyes. “I am
upset, but if I cry, it is of no
use to her or tome, is it? This
is life, and this is death.”
Raj Kumar Khatri is nine

years old. His dignity is hum-
bling. Since Sunday, the fu-
neral pyres have been burning
from earlymorning until late
at night at Pashupatinath
Temple. The temple, on the
banks of the Bagmati River,
is the oldest Hindu temple
in Kathmandu, and a popular
cremation site for the whole
of Nepal. It is one of the seven
monuments grouped together
in Unesco’s designation of
Kathmandu Valley as a cul-
tural heritage site, and dates
back to 400AD.
The dead are brought here

so their ashes can be floated
on waters which flow into
the Ganges, the sacredHindu
river. Last week, for the first
time in living memory, and
perhaps for the first time
ever, themurky waters of the
Bagmati have become clogged
with the remnants of the cre-
mation process — marigold
garlands that were discarded,
and burnt pieces of wood.
Although official govern-

ment figures are significantly
lower, locals say upwards of
500 people were cremated
here on both Monday and
Tuesday, and a little fewer on
Wednesday.
Hindus believe in reincar-

nation, that the spirit must be
released so that it can come
back again. It is a lengthy
ceremony. The priests at the
temple have worked out that
it takes a man’s body ap-
proximately four hours to be
turned to ashes. The body of a
woman, such as Raj’s mother,
Kamala (35), will take about
three hours before the ash is
pushed into the holy water.
“She died on Saturday, but her
body was only recovered yes-
terday,” her brother Ganesh
Babu Rhaln explains.
Kamala Khatri worked as

caretaker in a poultry factory
in the picturesque suburb of
Bhaktapur. She had separat-
ed from her husband, Jacet
Bahadur, a number of years
ago, and raised their only
son alone. “She was a brave
woman, a strong woman,”
Ganesh says. “This is where
Raj gets his strength.” The
wailing of mourners at the
neighbouring ghat — where
another young mother lies
— almost drowns out our

Thedignity ofRajKumar
Khatri (9) as he cremates
hismother is humbling,
reportsJasonO’Brien
fromKathmandu

conversation. Cremation is not
a private matter here.
Kamala was working on

the second floor of the factory
when the earthquake struck,
knocking the five-storey
building. A Pakistani rescue
team, with the aid of heavy
lifting machinery, recovered
her body and that of a col-
league onWednesday. “I didn’t
know how to express my sad-
ness when we learned about
Kamala,” Ganesh said. “Raj
convinced me and the other
family members that it is the
natural system — he kept
saying ‘everybody follows’.”
Three of the 11 official cre-

mation sites in the area were
free of burning bodies by 9pm,
Thursday night. Earlier scenes
last week—when bodies were
stacked one on top of the other
as relatives waited for a ghat
to become available — now
seem unlikely to be repeated.
Hundreds of bodies are

still being found daily, but it
has now emerged officials,
faced with health implications
due to overcrowded morgues
and week-old corpses, have
ordered they be immediate-
ly cremated. “Morgues are
full beyond capacity and we
have been given instruction
to incinerate bodies imme-
diately after they are pulled
out,” Raman Lal, an Indian
paramilitary force official
working in coordination with
Nepali forces, told the Sunday
Independent.
The official death toll has

edged above 6,100, and there
is still a lack of information
from various remote and in-
accessible villages near the
Tibetan border. Huge devas-
tation is feared there. But it
is confirmed elsewhere.
Lonely Planet describes

Bungamati as “one of the
prettiest villages in the coun-
try... a classicmedieval village,
dominated by the shikhara of
its main temple”. You can still
just aboutmake out how that
description was possible.
Vast swathes of the ornate

houses around the square have
collapsed, leaving gaping holes
to peer into people’s kitchens
and piles of rubble 20-feet
high to negotiate. The village is
a spectacular sight still — but
for all the wrong reasons.
Traumatised residentswere

yesterday trying to rescue
some possessions; but it was
impossible to know where or
how to start. Only the timing
of the quake prevented many
hundreds of deaths here. “Most
people were out working in
the fields,” Maiya Shakya (36)
says. “So we survived. But we
are hungry. There is food in
myhouse but you can’t get in.”
In fact, you couldn’t see the

ground floor of her home due
to the huge pile of debris out-
side. She smiled and offered
a cup of tea from a small pot
kept on a wall outside. Her
generosity is humbling.

To help Goal’s effort in Nepal
visit www.goalglobal.org

See page 18

ABOYLEFTWITHOUTAMOTHER

ASTONISHING STRENGTH OF CHARACTER: Raj Kumar Khatri with his uncle Ganesh Babu Rhaln at the cremation of Raj’s mother. Photo: Mark Condren
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Earthquake that
ruptured more
than a landscape

‘I
n Nepal there is a
saying: ‘If we start
something, we should
think about the end’.”
Jampa Tesring Lama,
a 26-year-old business

management student, is musing on
Kathmandu’s fate as he considers
getting a bus out of the capital to go
back to his home village.
He is not alone in that. Thousands

descended on the main bus station
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-
day morning in the hope of getting
out of the capital. More than 300
buses had left by 8am eachmorning
— 10 times the normal amount.
But there was still a shortage of

seats. Scuffles broke out, followed
by riots on the surrounding streets.
The earthquake has alteredmore

than the landscape here.
For generations, in order to

survive, people have been pulled
towards Kathmandu from the sur-
rounding valleys and districts.
In Nepali terms, the capital has

long been viewed as the land of
opportunity.
It has resulted in a population of

1.5 million, an annual population
growth of 6.5pc, and one of the high-
est urban densities in the world— in
a city where planning regulations
were, to put it mildly, lax.
It’s a potent mix considering ex-

perts have been predicting a major
earthquake in the region for years.
This week, people have stopped

seeing opportunity in Kathmandu,
and have instead focused — under-
standably — on chance.
Many have concluded, not unrea-

sonably, that the chance of death is
much higher in the capital, be it from
aftershocks, damaged buildings,

disease, or lack of access to money,
food and water.
If they have had the opportunity

to get out, they have taken it.
“People don’t trust in Kathmandu

now,” Jampa says.
He has thought a lot about chance

and fate and destiny since last
Saturday.
“I had just jumped off my

motorbike to play football,” he said.
“It’s hard to describe, but it felt like
the air moved. It got darker. Then
vibration, then this loud buzzing
noise. It was so unreal, so different—
I could only think that it was a plane
crashing so I ran. The earth shook
—horizontal at first, then vertical. It
lasted for a long, long time.”
The 7.8-magnitude earthquake

started at 11.56am and lasted for a
number of terrifying, life-altering
— and sometimes life-ending —
minutes.
The epicentre was in Gorkha,

about 120km north west of Kath-
mandu, but the initial focus was
understandably on the capital, where
the ground moved by as much as
10 feet in some areas, and the body
count quickly mounted.
“I only learned on Wednesday

that my cousin died when a wall
collapsed on his motorbike. He was
young, recentlymarried and had just
moved to Kathmandu,” Jampa says.
“When I went back to my bike on

Saturday it had been crushed under
a wall too, so, you know... this is my
second life begun.”

The reasons for leaving Kathman-
du are many, and manifest — from
gouging by hotels and taxis, to
dwindling supplies, to some reports
of looting at displacement camps, to
rolling electricity blackouts and no
working ATMs.
Events at the iconic Dharahara

Tower give a small insight into how
far life has shifted from normality
this week. The nine-storey structure
in the centre of the city collapsed,
killing an estimated 150 people. By
Tuesday, some were taking selfies
while standing on the ruins.
The bodies were decompos-

ing underneath. The stench was
nauseating. It was finally sealed off
by the overwhelmed authorities on
Thursday.

Terrified, disorientated Nepalese are abandoning their traumatised capital of
1.5 million souls, a city incapable of coping with a human tragedy of unimaginable
proportions. JASONO’BRIEN reports fromKathmandu. Pictures:MARKCONDREN

Razed to the ground: Peoplewalk over the destroyed Dharahara Tower in Kathmandu
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Would you stay around?
The earthquake has been

described as an advertisement
for modern building standards.
Relatively new builds in the suburbs
of Kathmandu— including apartment
blocks— are undeniably ugly, but also
proved to be sturdy, and are largely
still standing.
But the tens of thousands of tourists

whowish to trek part of theHimalayas
each year don’t stop off along the way
to visit ugly apartment blocks. They
want to see the majestic old cities of
this diverse country, such as Bhaktapur.
However, its beautiful and ornate

brickwork proved to be just as delicate
as it looked — both in tourist haunts
such as the famous temples of Durbar,
and in the surrounding streets and
laneways.
At least 200 people died here.
By Wednesday, 13-year-old Tina

Bradhan and her family — including
two sisters, her parents and a grand-
mother— had been living and sleeping
in a tiny Suzuki Omni van in Durbar

Square for three days. We are still too
scared to go home, and we don’t want
to go to the camp up the hill,” she said.
It was easy to see why at the camp up
the hill.
As the rain teemed down, groups of

youngmenwith poles pushedwater off
various points on the tarpaulin, but it
looked inevitable that the makeshift
structure, spanning maybe 25 sq ft,
would eventually collapse.
Approximately 170 people were liv-

ing underneath, sleeping on blankets
on the ground.
Amil Bhandara (26) shrugged: “We

wait, because we can go nowhere.”
Ram Ianmi Projapati (22),

stacking some of the intact bricks from
her former home a little further up the
road, also knows the value of patience.
She was trapped in the bottom

floor of the house for almost 12 hours
after the quake struck. She was only
slightly injured, but unable to move.
In the houses around her, four people,
including a six-month-old baby girl,
were killed.
“I waited,” she said. “I was scared of

course, and it was very difficult but I
knew they would come. I could hear
them.”
Her family dug her out.
As the search-and-rescue effort be-

gan tomorph into search and recovery,
the stories of miraculous survivals
were vying for prominence in the local
papers — a little hope amid the grim
reportage.

The bodieswere
decomposing
underneath. The
stenchwas nauseating

Human horror: A young girl at the remains of her home in the Gorkha region
of Nepal. Left: awoman breaks down after identifying a loved one in a
makeshiftmorgue at Nepal’s Capital Hospital. Cover: Ram Ianmi Projapati,
whowas trapped by the quake
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A
irports — whether they are
open or not — are generally
very busy areas in the imme-
diate aftermath of a natural
disaster in poorer nations.
Many of those who can afford

it or whomay be internally displaced want
to get out of the country as soon as possi-
ble, at least until things return to some
sort of normality.
Aid workers, military, rescue teams and

journalists — all of whomwill have plenty
of luggage —want to get in as soon as
possible to do their work which, of course,
they are paid for.
But you don’t hear of many volunteers

struggling to catch a flight into a natural
disaster area.
“No, I suppose not,” Stephen Jenkinson

says with a grin. “But that was me at the
weekend.”
The 31-year-old from Terenure in Dublin

insists he is no adrenaline junkie or
disaster tourist — and his story checks out.
“An earthquake hitting Kathmandu

is something I’ve been expecting and
dreading for a very long time,” he says.
“When I started getting messages at

9.30 on Saturday morning, I knew GOAL
would be amongst the first to respond and I
wanted to be with them.
“I’m not a humanitarian worker yet — I

hope to get there — but I knew GOAL have
a presence here, and thought that my local
knowledge might help. And thankfully it
worked out.”
In the vital first few days following a

disaster, local knowledge is a valuable
commodity for the various groups coming
in, and especially for NGOs. Stephen’s was
gleaned from years of working as a country
director for the Umbrella Foundation, a
non-profit NGO set up in Nepal a decade
ago by a group of Irish people.
The foundation describes itself as “a

safe place for children who were victims of

trafficking and neglect”.
“We have rescued about 380 vulnerable

children from danger and I think I would
know all of their names and their families,”
he says.
“It probably sounds cheesy or idealistic

or whatever, but they are like little
brothers and sisters — some coming out
here is primarily to see what I can do for
them.
“My family was nervous but supportive

when I told them I was coming,” he adds.
“I’m not a seasoned humanitarian, but I
don’t think it was totally unexpected for
them given the amount of time I’ve spent
here and the relationships I’ve built up.”
There must be something in the water

at the foundation’s headquarters because
another Dubliner, MacCartan Gaughan
(29), from Raheny, also arrives in, having
taken a fortnight’s holiday from his
accountancy job inMelbourne as quickly as
he could.
He also had difficulties with airports.
“I have about 40kg of gear, including

medicines, but it was held en route in
Bangladesh, and I’m trying to get it
through,” he says. “I’m here to borrow
socks and jocks off Stephen.”
While the pair bounce off each other,

they are serious when it comes to the work
they are doing in a potentially volatile
environment.
“There are about 60 of us — kids, staff

and volunteers – still sleeping outside
because of the dangers of aftershocks,”
‘Mac’ says.
“We have set up security shifts because

there’s been a rise in burglaries in the
camp, and we’re doing the best we can.”
Fears that a 17-year-old girl called

Jalmiahmay have come to harmwere
finally allayed on Thursday when
she turned up at the foundation’s
headquarters, having successfully found
her brother.
“We think everyone is okay, but we

still have to make contact with some who
were previously re-integrated with their
families in more rural areas,” he adds.
At one point early last week, the Red

Cross said there were concerns for more
than a dozen Irish people in Nepal who had
not contacted their families.
But thankfully, the worst fears never

came to pass with the last of these ‘missing’
Irish — Thomas Drumm (55) from Co
Monaghan — contacting his family by
email onWednesday to say things “were
crazy” but “people are getting on with life”.
Undoubtedly, the luckiest Irishman in

Nepal last Saturday when the earthquake
struck was Paul Greenan (38).
Review tracked down the Dubliner to

hospital in Kathmandu after he needed
three helicopter rides and a plane ride to
get off Everest because an avalanche in
the aftermath of the quake swept through
base camp, killing at least 18, including one
member of his team.
“Large rocks were thrown at us

like missiles,” he said. “My elbow was
dislocated and replaced three times, my
hand is broken, six broken ribs, my pelvis
is shattered...”
He has since beenmedically evacuated.

To help with GOAL’s work in Nepal, visit
www.goalglobal.org

‘My familywere very, very nervous but
supportivewhen I told themIwas coming’

On the ground: Stephen Jenkinson, fromTerenure, Dublin, who isworkingwith GOAL in Kathmundu

JASONO’BRIEN

Earthquake
that ruptured
more than a
landscape

Associated Press reported on
Rishi Khanal, who was trapped for an
incredible 82 hours — and forced to
drink his own urine to survive— after
falling masonry crushed his foot.
There was Jon Keisi, who was

trapped for 60 hours under a sev-
en-storey building in the capital, with
a Turkish rescue team carving a tunnel
deep under the rubble to reach him.
There was the four-month-old pulled

from debris at least 22 hours after the
quake struck.
These, of course, are the lucky ones.
On Tuesday, there weremore than a

thousand bodies in the morgue at TU
Teaching Hospital. You could walk in
and view them—most weren’t in body
bags, many were unidentified.
It was grim, but it soon began to

emerge that the situation in many
remote villages in the mountainous
region bordering Tibet may be com-
parable.
“Most people in the country would

have been outdoors when it happened,
because of work and so on,” Shankar
Karki (25), whose house in Gorkhawas
destroyed, explained. “So, many lives
were saved.”
But how many were lost?
Nepalese prime minister Sushil

Koirala said the death toll could reach
10,000 “because information from
remote villages hit by the earthquake
is yet to come in”.
That figure would bemore than the

8,500who died in the last major quake
to hit the Himalayan region, in 1934.
Since the middle of the week, heli-

copters have been doing food drops in
an effort to help those just 10km from
the epicentre in Barpark valley and
Laprak in Gorkha, and in the neigh-
bouring district of Sindhupalchok.
From the air, some of the villages

looked to have been razed to the
ground. Some NGOs have said the
fate of 2,000 families — up to 10,000
people — is unclear.
“Out here, most of the injured are

elderly or very young — young men
had left to find work in the city,” Mina
Kattel, who was picking through the
rubble of her home at Khatel Danga,
25km from the epicentre, toldReview.
By that stage, the road west out

Kathmandu — which goes all the way
to India—was cloggedwith buses and
cars bringingmany of those youngmen
home. It is believed that upwards of
300,000— one fifth of the city — have
made the unprecedented exodus.
They are likely to be safer from

increasingly-intermittent aftershocks
there. Less chance.
But even if you knew the earthquake

was coming last Saturday, choosing
‘home’ wasn’t much of a choice for
some: Kathmandu, where there was
more chance of being crushed by, or
being trapped inside, a tall, possibly
unsafe building, or a remote part of
Gorkha, where there was no hope of
getting expert medical help?
The jury is likely to remain out on

that one.
The jury will also wait before giving

a verdict on the international-relief
effort here.
Nepal is amongst the poorest coun-

tries in the world, and is still trying
to rebuild after a devastating 10-year
civil war that only ended a decade
ago.
The UN estimates that eightmillion

people here have been affected by the
quake, up to 2.8million now homeless
and 600,000 homes damaged.
The Nepali government was never

going to be able to cope alone.

The buck stops with the interna-
tional community.
Notwithstanding the fact that crit-

ical help may yet prove to have been
far too slow arriving to some remote
areas, a number of NGOs have said
that this is a long-term emergency,
and aid will be needed in Nepal for
the next five years.
But the international aid commu-

nity is still reeling from criticism
of the perceived failure of the €8bn
intervention in Haiti after the 2010
earthquake.
This disaster is not comparable

with the one in Port-au-Prince in
terms of scale, or deaths, or in terms
of the people affected and the des-
perate, pressing and obvious need
of those people in the days after

January 12, 2010 — at least from
the information so far available
from Nepal.
But the response will nonetheless

be closely scrutinised to see if lessons
truly have been learned.
They have started something —

albeit slowly — here.
They should heed that Nepali saying

and think about the end.

Anearthquake hitting
Kathmandu is something I’ve
been expecting a long time
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Nepal’s lost

Brothers Buddha-Bir and Subhas live in dire poverty, but they are
among the lucky ones. Not only did they survive last year’s catastrophic
earthquake but they evaded a plot to traffic them too, a nightmare fate

that befalls 30,000 children in the Asian country every year.
JASON O’BRIEN and MARK CONDREN report from Kathmandu

Nepal’s lost 
children

Voices
of Ireland

Ahead of Census 2016, we
talk to people around the

country about
the state of
the nation
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AGENDA

I
T’S possible to make a convinc-
ing case that Subhas (2) and
his brother Buddha-Bir (7) are
incredibly lucky. Possible, but
not easy. The young Tamang
brothers lost both parents last

April, for one thing: their mother and
father killed instantly when a building
they were working in collapsed during
the earthquake.
The orphans are now living in a

galvanised hut, for another. It’s just
the one room, with eight other people.
There is no running water. Right now
in the camp it is oppressively hot, in
the mid 30s. Next month, monsoon
season starts and parts of the camp
will turn to swamp, and there isn’t
much hope for the basic latrine system.
On top of that, Subhas and Bud-

dha-Bir are growing boys, or should
be. But food and clothes are not easy to
come by— as shown by Subhaswearing
a heavy fleece jacket, and little else, in
themidday sun—withmoney in short
supply. That same money shortage is
likely to impact on gaining anything
approaching a formal education.
So it’s not immediately apparent

how the brothers have won big in
life’s lottery.
But they have.
“I don’t knowwhatmight have hap-

pened to the boys if we let them go...
but maybe something bad,” explains
their grandmother Maugu Tamang
(45), the matriarch of the family now
living in the one-room galvanised hut.
“That’s what I heard. But I don’t

know what ‘bad’ would happen.”
Since the death of their parents,

the two boys have twice come close
to being trafficked to an ‘orphanage’

in Kathmandu. Both times a close
male relative tried to push through
the move, claiming it would see the
boys’ education paid right through
secondary school.
At one point, in the chaos and up-

heaval just weeks after the quake, the
boys were in his care. It would later
emerge he had accepted a cash offer
— amount unknown — for the boys.
He was also trying to gain access to
€3,500 in government compensation
due to the boys following their par-
ents’ deaths. That’s a lot of money in
a country where the average annual
wage is less than €800, andwhere one
third of the population ekes out a life
on less than €1 a day.
This man’s attempt to get the com-

pensation led indirectly to investiga-
tions by the Nepali government’s Child
Welfare Board which later found there
was no orphanage, no school, and no
accommodation for the two boys.
On both occasions the plans to send

them to an ‘orphanage’ were stopped
—once by the authorities, once by their
grandmother. The compensation will
be waiting for them when they hit 16.
The young brothers are oblivious

to all this, naturally. They don’t say
much, but Bir smiles shyly when his
grandmother mentions the colourful
scarf she is knitting is for him, and
fearless Subhas (2) thinks nothing of
jumping off a five-foot embankment in
the fields farmed near the camp— and
laughing to himself when he hits the
ground with a thump.
Where were they going to be sent?
Child trafficking is a thriving indus-

try in Nepal, and arguably the term
sanitises the reality. It is selling kids

It’s a year since the beautiful south Asian country was devastated by an
earthquake that caused the death of nearly 9,000 andmade twomillion
homeless. But while this poverty stricken nation struggles to recover,
the shocking scourge of child slavery and sex trafficking is worse than
ever. JASONO’BRIEN reports. Photos byMARKCONDREN

Bought and sold:
the tragedy of
Nepal’s children

There are around 800
orphanages registered in
Nepal, but children’s rights
campaigners claim the country
is home to a huge number of
unregistered facilities.
Therewere some 15,000

children living in orphanages in
Kathmandu alonewhen the first
earthquake struck on April 25
last year. However, a study by
Unicef, published in 2014, found
that 85pc of children at the
orphanages they visited had at
least one living parent.
Traffickers can go to great

lengths to ensure children
—perhaps given up by their
parents on the promise of free
education or a brighter future
— are considered orphans
and therefore available for
adoption.
One commonway is to buy

faking death certs for parents.
Another way to ‘legalise’
an orphan is to publish an
advertisement for ‘found’
children in newspapers. Nepal’s
laws state that if no one comes
forward to reclaim a child, it
can be put up for adoption as an
orphan.
According to Unicef,

orphanage owners canmake
between $5,000 to $25,000 on
an international adoption.

FAKEDDEATHCERTS
ANDFALSEDAWNS
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Clockwise fromabove: A
localwomanwalks across a
bridge in the Nuwakot area
of Nepal

Brothers Buddha-Bir Tamang
(7) and Subhas (2) near their
home in a camp at Bogetar in
Rasuwa

Girlswashing their hair in the
Rasuwa region of Nepal

Awoman outside her
earthquake-damaged house
in the Nuwakot region

Awoman collects firewood
for cooking in the Langtang
mountain range in Rasuwa
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into domestic slavery, prostitution
and forced labour.
It means dangerous and dirty work

for little or no pay, with enforcement
through threats and violence. Sexual
abuse is common.
It’s a murky, complicated, dis-

tressing world, often connected with
unregistered or unregulated orphan-
ages in the capital (see panel on page
2), and targeting poverty-stricken
families in rural districts.
The exploitation of trafficked chil-

dren takesmany forms— themarket
dictates, and the market is evidently
strong.
Nepal’s national human rights com-

mission estimates that up to 30,000
children are trafficked within and
from the country each year.
That’s 30,000 kids forced into the

sex trade, domestic slavery, sweat-
shops, and so on. That’s roughly equiv-
alent to the population of Kilkenny.
Some non-governmental organisa-
tions— both national and internation-
al — say the figure is higher.
A US State Department report

classified Nepal as a Tier 2 country,
meaning the government “does not
fully comply with theminimum stand-
ards for the elimination of trafficking;
however, it is making significant
efforts to do so.”
It has a way to go before it is classed

as Tier 1, alongside the likes of Ireland.
However, don’t kid yourself that its

problem only concerns the other side
of the world. Earlier thismonth, it was

revealed that children from Nepal
were being offered as domestic staff
to rich families as far away as Britain
for approximately €6,600. Andwhile
Britain is a long way fromNepal, it is
not so far from Ireland.
“The department is not aware of

any reported case of human traf-
ficking (child or adult) in Ireland
where the victim is from Nepal,” a
spokesman for the Department of
Justice said.
Of course it is both the trafficker

and the buyer’s job to ensure the
department is unaware.
Subhas and Buddha-Bir were bless-

ed their grandmother was found and
took them in after the first attempt to
sell them last summer, and refused to
entertain a second attempt despite an
ostensibly-tempting offer.
“The boys are doing well,” their

grandmother says.
“Some people came to take them

to Kathmandu and put them in edu-
cation but I said ‘No’. I was given the
responsibility of looking after them
so that is why I did not send them.”
The boys’ uncle later came to the

camp. It is located at Bogetar in Rasu-
wa, about 120km north-east of Kath-
mandu. The camp was built by the
residents of the nearby Dandagaun
village which was flattened in the
quake and saw 23 deaths, including
the boys’ parents.
“He told me that the boys’ educa-

tion should not be spoiled because
of this ‘so-called love’,” their grand-

mother says with a dismissive shrug.
“But I said ‘No’.
“I will try my best to feed and

educate them and, if not, I will think
of something. I am now working
full-time, and will try my best until
the last day.”
Her best is based on love and

responsibility. You take heart from
that. The boys are lucky. Monday

marks the anniversary of the first of
the two quakes which killed almost
9,000 people and left up to two mil-
lion homeless.
Nepali officials say more than

40,000 children either lost their par-
ents, were injured, or were placed in
a precarious situation following the
disaster.
Human trafficking was scarce be-

fore the quakes — with many cases
unreported— and there is no compre-
hensive recording system in place. But

natural disasters have long been seen
by child traffickers in particular as an
opportunity, andNepal is no different.
Unicef alone intercepted 245 chil-

dren from being trafficked in just two
months after the quake.
Over the last year, Nepali officials

say they had intercepted 400 chil-
drenmoving in groups without their
parents.
That appears to have been a drop

in the ocean.
“There are many other stories of

trafficking in my head, and some of
them would take your breath away
(see panel above),” says TsewangNor-
bu Lama, child reintegrationmanager
with the Umbrella Foundation — an
organisation that rescues vulnerable
children, and which was founded by
two Irish people in 2005.
“There is no easy solution, no quick

solution, because you’re largely deal-
ing with people who don’t knowmuch
about the wider world but believe— or
want to believe — that their children
can have a better life.
“And most parents want a better

life for their children.”
Generally, traffickers know exactly

what they’re doing as they prey on
these aspirations—who to approach,
how to convince, and how to get the
child quickly out of reach.
The rural districts around Kath-

mandu are most-regularly targeted,
because the people are predominantly
subsistence farmers with low levels of
education. Convincing them there are

better life opportunities elsewhere—
and that they can send back money
earned — doesn’t require major per-
suasion skills.
It is also easy tomove children from

here to Kathmandu and from there to
India and further afield, if necessary.
Usually a mediator will approach

the families. He or she will likely be a
relative, someone that the family can
trust and someonewith a relationship
with the orphanage or traffickers.
Unicef estimates somewhere be-

tween 7,000 and 15,000 girls are traf-
ficked fromNepal each year. Some are
taken overseas, as far away as South
Africa and Europe. (Ruhama, anNGO
which works in Ireland with women
affected by sexual exploitation, said
it has no record of assisting Nepali
women over the past six years.)
But the vast majority stay local.
South Asia is the fastest-growing

and second-largest region for human
trafficking in the world, after East
Asia, according to the United Nations
Office for Drugs and Crime (UNODC).
India, alone, is home to almost half

the world’s 36million slaves, and the
vastmajority of these Nepali girls end
up in Indian brothels where they are
forced to sell their bodies in appalling
conditions.
In Nuwakot, for example, the na-

tives are predominantly Tamang— an
indigenous groupwith relatively-light
skin, considered especially attractive
over the open border in India.
Sushila Kumal’s exact whereabouts

THEIRISHBATTLING
CORRUPTION

‘Wedon’t havemuch
money butwe spent
it searching for
our daughter after
she vanished’
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The Umbrella Foundation is a non-profit
NGO set up in Nepal a decade ago by a
pair of concerned Irish people. It was
founded by Viva Bell and Dave Cutler
in response to the growing number of
corrupt children’s homes or ‘orphanages’
in Kathmandu.
The foundation describes itself as “a

safe place for childrenwhowere victims
of trafficking and neglect”.
Among the cases of child trafficking

identified by the organisation in recent
times are:
l Some areas such as Gyanghphedi in
Nuwakot District, about 80km east of
Kathmandu, where there are no young
women as they have all been trafficked in
recent years— oftenwith the knowledge
of their families. The population is only
in the low hundreds—but zero young
women is a striking fact.
“These people are incredibly poor,”

Tsewang Norbu Lama, Umbrella project
manager, says. “Many send their
daughters towork in India. They know it
is prostitution, but it doesn’t matter to
them. It’s how they think, and difficult to
change. It’s difficult for us to do anything
there.”
l A Korean religious group who visited
a camp shelter in Haku in Rasuwa, in
the foothills of the Langtangmountains,
in May of last year and took at least
three girls “to Kathmandu” without
completing the necessary administrative
or legal procedures. They remain
missing.
l Nine kids rescued from an unregistered
‘orphanage’ in Nuwakot last year. The
ownerwas hiring the children— all
under 12— out for work in shops and
restaurants. Hewas taking the proceeds.
l A father in Gatlang in Rasuwawho
sold his daughter for $15 to a neighbour
towork as a domestic slave last year
because hewantedmoney for alcohol.
“This was a relatively easy one for

Umbrella to track, and she is in care,”
Tsewang says.

For more information visit umbrellanepal.org
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She is suspended 15 feet above the
ground, using only fabric to swing,
suspend, spiral and wrap her body in
and out of various positions. There is

no safety net.
Nearby, another young woman seemingly-

effortlessly swings three glittering hoops
around her hips, another around her knees,
and, as she holds her arm aloft, another
around her right wrist. She’s perfectly in
rhythm to the quick beat of the Nepali music.
On the other side of the warehouse, a

human pyramid is being set up and one
acrobat will perfect a handstand at the
summit.
Like most troupes, it’s a case of ‘practise,

practise, practise’ for Circus Kathmandu.
But this is not like any other circus.
Although many of these performers have

been involved in circuses since they were
children, it is only recently that they had
a choice over whether or not to practice,
a choice over whether or not to perform, a
choice over whether or not they could walk
away.
For many years Bijay Limbu didn’t have

those options.
It is 16 years since he was sent to India by

his parents, and what they believed was a
chance of a better life. He still grimaces at
the thought of how they were duped.
Within months he had been sold by

traffickers and was performing in a circus,
pulling acrobatic tricks to entertain the
children who predominantly made up the
audience.
Aged eight, he was only a child himself. In

reality, his childhood was over.
Like many trafficking victims, Bijay does

not like to dwell on the past.
“In India, I had no choice. I was told what to

do and when,” he says simply.
“I couldn’t leave. It was very difficult. I

thought many times of trying to escape —
but where?”
The majority of performers in Circus

Kathmandu were trafficked to circuses in
India, some aged just four.
Traditional circuses continue to be hugely

popular there, and many owners prefer
Nepalis due to their lighter skin colour and
smaller build.
Not to mention the cheap labour.
Away from their families, unfamiliar with

the local language, Nepali children are
considered easier to control and exploit, and
less likely to run away.
A typical day would start at dawn with

hours of tough training, before at least three
shows for the public, the final one late at
night.
There are plenty of horror stories —

children being whipped to make them
perform, young girls performing in private
to select groups of adult men, children being
disfigured, and so on — but the performers
who would eventually end up in Circus
Kathmandu were among the fortunate ones.
They were rescued.

“There have been a series of raids by
police and NGOs on the circuses down the
years, and scores of children were brought
back to Nepal,” Subash Gautam, programme
manager with Circus Kathmandu, says.
“But, for some, reintegration with their

families wasn’t possible.”
The reasons for this are varied, and

complicated — from extreme poverty to
the stigma of being a circus performer. It
meant many rescued children were raised in
orphanages. They eventually needed jobs but
they had little formal education.
It was into this space that Circus

Kathmandu was born.
“We decided we wanted to be able to

use our skills in a safe environment, with
supportive people,” Bijay, one of the original
members, says. “We wanted to create
something of our own. We wanted to enjoy
it.”
All those boxes have been ticked, judging

by this productive training session.
The show itself lasts 60 minutes and

incorporates some traditional circus acts,
theatre, dance, and Nepali storytelling.
The artists perform a wide range of acts

including acrobatics, hula hoop, juggling,
silk dancing, and rope climbing. There are no
animals.
It is at times hauntingly beautiful and

exhilarating, and has received excellent
reviews worldwide, including at Glastonbury
Festival where it was staged two years ago.
“It is a contemporary circus, and a

relatively new concept in Nepal so the
challenge is to make it sustainable as a
business,” Subash says.
“It provides a salary for the troupe which

means they are able to have a career and live
independent lives.
“We perform but we have an important

social goal too, which is making a profit
so we can promote anti-child-trafficking
measures.”
And help to construct some sort of

safety net.

For more information visit circuskathmandu.com

Performing acrobatics: the circus
that is fighting the slave traders

are unknown. The 15-year-old van-
ished from Pipaltar in Nuwakot last
June after telling her family she was
going to check on crops.
For months there was no word.
“We don’t havemuch but we spent

it looking for her,” hermother Sabitri
Kumal says. “But we quickly ran out of
money, and we didn’t find her.”
As with a lot of these cases, this a

murky one, with claim and counter
claim both within and outside the
family unit. These include a suicide,
Sushila apparently turning up in
India, and the teenager latterly going
to school in Kathmandu.
Sushila’s aunt took her own life

after she was questioned by police
about the teenager’s disappearance.
It remains unclear whether she was
the mediator, as some in the family
openly suggest.
A phone call from an anonymous

man earlier this year claimed Sushila
was in Faridabad in India. But no one
was able to talk to her from the family,
or confirmwhat she was doing there.
“I am afraid she might be forced

into prostitution,” her mother says.
As she speaks outside her basic

home, the other residents of the
rural village listen in and give their
frank opinions. It is obvious some
feel there is more to the story than is
coming out.
The explanation of how the family

recently learned Sushila is apparently
in Kathmandu— a long-winded story
involving amix-upwith a photograph

— is greeted with open scepticism. In
private, one of Sushila’s sisters says
she recently managed to talk to her
briefly by phone. “I asked her if she
was happy,” she says quietly. “[Sushila]
hesitated for a long time. Then she
said ‘Yes’.”
Still no one has seen her, or knows

what she is doing, and whether she
is safe.
Sushila dived under her bed when

the earthquake hit last April. The roof
collapsed, but she was safe.
She was lucky then, but it’s far from

certain her luck has held.
On the day of the earthquake, her

little cousin Punima (7) lost both her
parents. Punima was subsequently
taken in by Sushila’s parents and
continues to live with them, despite
their own poverty. They are funda-
mentally decent people, struggling
to make ends meet.
Sushila’s story, a little like Nepali

child trafficking in general, leaves
a lot of unanswered questions, and
the uncomfortable feeling that not
enough people care enough about
what is going on.
Just who is driving this thriving

market for 30,000 abused children
each year?Why isn’t muchmore being
done to target them? And why are so
many simply turning a blind eye to
this ugly, life-destroying crime?

This article was made possible with the
support of the Simon Cumbers Media
Fund

Clockwise from top left:
RamRaja Kumal and hiswife
Sabitri, parents of Sushila, who
vanished last June, at their
home in Pipaltar, Nepal

A young girl takes a spin in a
truck

The damage caused by last
year’s earthquake is still evident
inmany areas

Agunita Tamang in the bottom
bunk-bed and four boys above
including SurejuMaiia, Krisuna
Buda and Dil Buda,whowere
found after the earthquake, at
an Umbrella home in Nuwakot

A young boy begging on the
streets of Kathmandu

Safe hands: Performers
with Circus Kathmandu
during a training
session in Patan
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